YOUR HEALTH DATA: AVAILABLE FOR THE TAKING
Is your health data really private? Examine the scenarios below to decide for yourself.

Insiders caused 43% of healthcare data breaches in 2016.

INTERN

MEDICAL APPOINTMENT
Your identity and health data
is collected during physicals,
labs, imaging and even
virtual doctor visits. It travels
a long and winding road to
unexpected and dangerous
places if necessary
safeguards are not in place.

PATIENT IN
WAITING ROOM

LAW ENFORCEMENT &
INSURANCE COMPANIES
CROOKS, HACKERS
& ACTIVISTS
2016 averaged 1 health care
data breach per day. Crooks
are after patient data,
location details, prescription
information and device
operation data.

EXAM ROOM
COMPUTERS

DARK WEB

Data on vital signs, alarms,
location and a wide range of
other types of data are
sought to help investigate
crimes and claims.

HOW & WHY THEY DO IT

PHYSICIAN

ONLINE PATIENT
PORTALS

INTERNETCONNECTED
MEDICAL DEVICES

MedTech generates up to
1,000 data points per second.

MEDICAL
OFFICE MANAGER

TECHNICIAN

DOCTOR / NURSE
TABLETS

THE INTERNET

IMAGING TOOLS
CONNECTED
TO NETWORK

Attackers infect medical
devices and systems that enable
backdoors into networks. They
move laterally through connected
systems, looking for passwords
and decryption codes.

HAS MY DATA BEEN STOLEN?
U.S. healthcare breach incidents
occurred in 47 states and exposed
more than 27 million patient
records in 2016 alone.

CHARGE
NURSE

Medical records can go
for as much as $50 on
the digital black
market. Compare that
to the Dark Web value
of email accounts ($5)
and credit card
numbers ($1).

With stolen medical data,
criminals create fake
IDs to buy drugs with
high street value
or medical equipment resold for
a hefty profit.
They also use stolen
account numbers to file
fake insurance claims.

But here’s the really scary
part. Attackers aren’t always
looking to steal data. Sometimes, they are looking to
manipulate it, causing patients to receive incorrect
test results, wrong doses or unnecessary procedures.

THE PROBLEM

THE IMPERATIVE

Innovation in the medical sector is happening rapidly.
Thanks to inadequate efforts to protect the identity
and health data flowing through the Internet of
Medical Things, cyber criminals have found a sweet
spot. Targeting clinics and their patients with malware
and other system hijacking schemes, these criminals
are finding their efforts to be easy and profitable.

Hospitals, clinics, labs — and importantly,
their third party providers — must prioritize
and budget for ongoing privacy and
security measures that keep up with rapid
innovation. Medical device developers, too,
must build security controls into devices
starting from the engineering phase.

5 THINGS YOU CAN DO

1. Use devices with built-in security and privacy safeguards / controls.
2. Always use encryption.
3. Never use default passwords.
4. Keep systems and applications updated.
5. Read privacy policies and ask questions when unclear.

THINK YOUR DATA IS IMMUNE?
It can be tempting to think “My doctor takes great care of me and my information.” But are you sure?
94% of healthcare organizations have been victims of a cyber attack.
Sensitive health data within, seemingly safe within a tightly locked file cabinet or password-protected system,
can still travel a very long way. Cyber crooks and others have proven how easy it is to stick their hands into that
system, take what they want and leave virtually no trail without a full set of cyber safeguards in place.

www.privacyprofessor.org
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